Please consider leaving these instructions with the product if further installation may be required by others.
NOTE
Before commencing installation, it may be helpful to refer to the schematic overview illustrated overleaf.

1. REMOVE MOUNTING BRACKET

Remove the mounting bracket by sliding it away from the central pin.

2. UNLATCH STRAP

Push and hold the top pin down and extend the mount into the correct position.

3. ADJUST THE SIZE OF THE MOUNT

Extend the mount until it roughly aligns with the edge of the device to be mounted.

4. SECURE THE DEVICE TO THE MOUNT

Mark out mounting holes or use hole marking template provided.

5. MOUNT TO THE DESK

NOTE
Before installing the mounting bracket, it may be helpful to refer to the schematic overview illustrated overleaf.

NOTE

- Screw mounting bracket to underside of desk.

- Drill 2mm pilot holes.

- Once bracket is secured into place, slot the mount back into the slot, ensuring it fully clips into place.

- IMPORTANT NOTE
  Ensure screws are fully tightened.

6. DEVICE MOUNT INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETE

Bundle cables together before loopig round the cable tie.

CABLE MANAGEMENT

Unlatch strap

Mount to the desk

Remove mounting bracket

Secure the device to the mount

Hole marking template

Before commencing installation, it may be helpful to refer to the schematic overview illustrated overleaf.

Before installing the mounting bracket, it may be helpful to refer to the schematic overview illustrated overleaf.

NOTE

- IMPORTANT NOTE
  Secure device is securely held.

- IMPORTANT NOTE
  Secure screws are fully tightened.